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Bacteria

Reading Preview

Objectives
After this lesson, students will be able to
A.2.2.1 Name and describe structures,
shapes, and sizes of a bacterial cell.
A.2.2.2 Compare autotrophs to
heterotrophs, and explain how energy is
released through respiration.
A.2.2.3 Contrast asexual and sexual
methods of bacterial reproduction.
A.2.2.4 Explain the roles of bacteria in the
production of oxygen and food, in
environmental recycling and cleanup, and
in health and medicine.

Target Reading Skill
Building Vocabulary Explain that
knowing the definitions of key-concept
words helps students understand what
they read.

Key Concepts
• How do the cells of bacteria
differ from those of eukaryotes?

• What do bacteria need to
survive?

• Under what conditions do
bacteria thrive and reproduce?

• What positive roles do bacteria
play in people’s lives?

Key Terms
• bacteria • cytoplasm
• ribosome • flagellum
• respiration • binary fission
• asexual reproduction
• sexual reproduction
• conjugation • endospore
• pasteurization • decomposer

Target Reading Skill
Building Vocabulary A
definition states the meaning of a
word or phrase by telling about its
most important feature or
function. After you read the
section, reread the paragraphs that
contain definitions of Key Terms.
Use all the information you have
learned to write a definition of
each Key Term in your own words.

Answers
One way students might organize the
information is: Students may write one or
two descriptive phrases to help them
remember the key term. Call on students
to share their definitions.

Preteach
Build Background
Knowledge

Bacteria
How Quickly Can
Bacteria Multiply?
1. Your teacher will give you some beans and
paper cups. Number the cups 1 through 8.
Each bean will represent a bacterial cell.
2. Put one bean into cup 1 to represent
the first generation of bacteria.
Approximately every 20 minutes, a
bacterial cell reproduces by dividing into two cells. Put two
beans into cup 2 to represent the second generation of
bacteria.
3. Calculate how many bacterial cells there would be in the third
generation if each cell in cup 2 divided into two cells. Place
the correct number of beans in cup 3.
4. Repeat Step 3 five more times. All the cups should now
contain beans. How many cells are in the eighth generation?
How much time has elapsed since the first generation?
Think It Over
Inferring Based on this activity, explain why the number of
bacteria can increase rapidly in a short period of time.

They thrive in your container of yogurt. They lurk in your
kitchen sponge. They coat your skin and swarm inside your
nose. You cannot escape them because they live almost everywhere—under rocks, in the ocean, and all over your body. In
fact, there are more of these organisms in your mouth than
there are people on Earth! You don’t notice them because they
are very small. These organisms are bacteria.

The Bacterial Cell
L1

Helpful Bacteria
Display samples of yogurt and Swiss cheese.
Ask students what these foods have in
common. Then, record their responses on
the board. Tell students that these products
are all produced with the help of certain
kinds of bacteria. Ask: What other foods can
you think of that might be prepared with
the aid of bacteria? (Accept all reasonable
answers, such as buttermilk, sauerkraut, and
sour cream.)

Although there are billions of bacteria on Earth, they were not
discovered until the late 1600s. A Dutch merchant named
Anton van Leeuwenhoek (LAY vun hook) found them by accident. Leeuwenhoek made microscopes as a hobby. One day,
while using one of his microscopes to look at scrapings from
his teeth, he saw some tiny, wormlike organisms in the sample.
However, Leeuwenhoek’s microscopes were not powerful
enough to see any details inside these organisms.

L1
Skills Focus Calculating, inferring
Materials dried beans; paper cups
Time 20 minutes
Tips Remind students to calculate the
elapsed time based on the fact that it takes
20 minutes for bacteria to divide.
Expected Outcome Cup 1—1 bean;
Cup 2—2 beans; Cup 3—4 beans;

Cup 4—8 beans; Cup 5—16 beans;
Cup 6—32 beans; Cup 7—64 beans;
Cup 8—128 beans. There are 128 cells in
the eighth generation. Two hours and 20
minutes have passed since only
1 bacterium existed.
Think It Over Students will infer that the
numbers increase rapidly because each
bacterium can double every 20 minutes.
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Cell Structures If Leeuwenhoek had owned one of the

high-powered microscopes in use today, he would have seen
the single-celled organisms known as bacteria (singular
bacterium) in detail. Bacteria are prokaryotes. The genetic
material in their cells is not contained in a nucleus. In addition to lacking a nucleus, the cells of bacteria also lack many
other structures that are found in the cells of eukaryotes.
Most bacterial cells are surrounded by a rigid cell wall
that protects the cell. Just inside the cell wall is the cell membrane, which controls what materials pass into and out of the
cell. The region inside the cell membrane, called the
cytoplasm(SY toh plaz um), contains a gel-like material.
Located in the cytoplasm are tiny structures called ribosomes
(RY buh sohmz), chemical factories where proteins are produced. The cell’s genetic material, which looks like a tangled
string, is also found in the cytoplasm. If you could untangle the
genetic material, you would see that it forms a circular shape.
The genetic material contains the instructions for all of the
cell’s functions.
A bacterial cell may also have a flagellum (fluh JEL um)
(plural flagella), a long, whiplike structure that helps a cell to
move. A flagellum moves the cell by spinning in place like a
propeller. A bacterial cell can have many flagella, one, or none.
Most bacteria that do not have flagella cannot move on their
own. Instead, they are carried from place to place by the air,
water currents, objects, or other methods.

Genetic
material

Instruct
PHSchool.com

For: More on bacteria
Visit: PHSchool.com
Web Code: ced-1022

FIGURE 6
Bacterial Cell Structures
This model shows the structures
found in a typical bacterial cell.
Relating Diagrams and Photos
What structures does the
Salmonella bacterium in the
photograph use to move?

Ribosomes

The Bacterial Cell
Teach Key Concepts

L2

How Are Bacteria Recognized?
Focus Students learn structures, shapes, and
sizes of bacteria.
Teach Write the terms prokaryote and
eukaryote on the board, and invite students
to recall their meanings. Ask: What are the
similarities and differences between
prokaryotes and eukaryotes? (Both have
genetic material and ribosomes and reproduce
by cell division. Prokaryotes do not have a
nucleus or other membrane-bound cell
organelles; eukaryotes do.) Use the photos in
Figure 7 to teach the large variety of bacterial
shapes. Ask: What are the names of
bacterial shapes shown in Figure 7?
(Spherical, rod-shaped, spiral) Ask: How big
are bacteria? (Bacteria are microscopic, but
some are as big as a period at the end of a
sentence.)
Apply Cell appearance, shape, and size, as
seen under very powerful microscopes in
medical labs, help doctors identify bacteria
that cause disease. See captions under
the photos in Figure 7 for examples of cell
shapes and the diseases caused by bacteria of
these various shapes. learning modality:
visual

Cell wall
Cell membrane

Teaching Resources

• Transparency A15

Independent Practice
Cytoplasm
Flagella

L2

Teaching Resources

• Guided Reading and Study Worksheet:
Bacteria
Student Edition on Audio CD

Differentiated Instruction
English Learners/Beginning
Vocabulary: Science Glossary
Pronounce and define aloud the
vocabulary words. Have students start a
glossary on index cards, with each term
and its definition in English on one side
and in the student’s primary language
on the other side. Students may want to
draw and label diagrams on their cards.
learning modality: verbal

L1

English Learners/Intermediate L2
Vocabulary: Science Glossary Students
may expand on the activity described at left
by adding other terms in this section. Have
students write sentences using these words.
Give students an opportunity to practice
pronunciation by calling on individuals
to read their sentences aloud. learning
modality: verbal

For: More on bacteria
Visit: PHSchool.com
Web Code: ced-1022
PHSchool.com
Students can review bacteria in an online interactivity.

Monitor Progress
Answer
Figure 6 Flagella

L2
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Address Misconceptions

 Borrelia burgdorferi bacteria, which
cause Lyme disease, are spiral-shaped.

L1

What Are Bacteria?
Focus Students who are accustomed to
thinking of organisms as plants or animals
may need extra help to understand that
bacteria are organisms but are not animals
or plants.
Teach Ask: What do bacteria have in
common with animals? (They are alive;
some are heterotrophs.) How are they
different? (Bacteria are simple one-celled
organisms; animals have many cells that are
highly organized. Bacteria are prokayotes;
animals are eukaryotes.)
Apply Tell students that, though bacteria
are very small, they help sustain life on
Earth. Bacteria aid in digestion, help make
certain antibiotics, convert nitrogen in the
roots of certain plants, and break down
organic matter. In fact, they are more helpful
than they are harmful. learning modality:
verbal

L1

Classifying Bacteria
Materials light microscope, prepared slides
of bacterial species that exhibit these shapes:
rodlike (bacilli), spherical (cocci), and spiralshaped (spirilla)
Time 20 minutes
Focus Tell students that they are going to
observe and identify the three main bacterial
cell shapes.
Teach Caution students that glass slides are
very fragile. Invite students to look at
Figure 8 and to read the captions carefully,
comparing and contrasting the appearance
of the different bacteria. Then, as students
view the various slides, have them sketch
what they observe. Have pairs of students
compare sketches and classify the bacteria as
rod-shaped (bacilli), spherical (cocci), or
spiral-shaped (spirilla).
Apply Tell students that the shapes they see
are the same as those seen in medical labs.
When a patient is sick, a health care provider
might send a patient’s tissue sample to a
medical lab. There, the sample is examined
under a microscope or a culture is grown to
identify any harmful bacteria that are
present. learning modality: visual

FIGURE 7

Bacterial Cell
Shapes
Most bacteria have one
of three basic shapes.

Escherichia coli bacteria 
have rodlike shapes.
These bacteria are found
in your intestines.

 These Staphylococcus aureus,
found on human skin, are
spherical.

Cell Shapes If you were to look at bacteria under a micro-

Bacteria for Breakfast
In this activity, you will
observe helpful bacteria in a
common food.
1. Put on your apron. Add
water to plain yogurt to
make a thin mixture.
2. With a plastic dropper,
place a drop of the
mixture on a glass slide.
3. Use another plastic
dropper to add one drop
of methylene blue dye to
the slide. CAUTION: This
dye can stain your skin.
4.
Put a coverslip on the
slide.
5. Observe the slide under
both the low- and highpower lenses of a
microscope.
Observing Draw a diagram
of what you see under high
power. Label any cell
structures that you see.

scope, you would notice that most bacterial cells have one of
three basic shapes: spherical, rodlike, or spiral. Figure 7 shows
these different shapes. It is the chemical makeup of the cell wall
that determines the shape of a bacterial cell. The shape of the
cell helps scientists identify the type of bacteria. For example,
bacteria that cause strep throat are spherical.
Cell Sizes Bacteria vary greatly in size. The largest known
bacterium is about as big as the period at the end of this sentence. An average bacterium, however, is much smaller. For
example, strep throat bacteria are about 0.5 to 1 micrometer in
diameter. A micrometer is one millionth of a meter.

Obtaining Food and Energy
From the bacteria that live in soil to those that live in the
pores of your skin, all bacteria need certain things to survive.
Bacteria must have a source of food and a way of breaking
down the food to release its energy.
Obtaining Food Some bacteria are autotrophs and make
their own food. Autotrophic bacteria make food in one of two
ways. Some capture and use the sun’s energy as plants do. Others, such as bacteria that live deep in mud, do not use the sun’s
energy. Instead, these bacteria use the energy from chemical
substances in their environment to make their food.

L2
Skills Focus Observing
Materials unpasteurized yogurt, plastic
dropper, methylene blue, glass slide, cover
slip, microscope, lab apron
Time 20 minutes
Tips Students will need to use the highest
powers of the microscope. As they observe
the bacteria in yogurt, have students
classify the bacteria according to their
shape: spherical, rod, or spiral. Caution
them to not drop the glass slides, and to

avoid getting methylene blue on their skin
or clothing.
Expected Outcome The bacteria appears
as dark blue dots against a cloudy, pale
blue background. Bacteria are so small that
students will be unable to see them unless
they are using high-powered microscopes.
Extend Challenge students to observe
yogurt that contains added Lactobacillus
acidophilus (the contents will be listed on the
label) and to draw what they observe under
the microscope. learning modality: visual
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Some bacteria are heterotrophs and cannot make their
own food. Instead, heterotrophic bacteria must consume
other organisms or the food that other organisms make.
Heterotrophic bacteria may consume a variety of foods—
from milk and meat, which you might also eat, to the decaying leaves on a forest floor.

FIGURE 8

Obtaining Food
Bacteria can obtain food in several
ways. Comparing and Contrasting
How do autotrophs and heterotrophs differ in the way they
obtain food?

Respiration Like all organisms, bacteria need a constant

supply of energy to carry out their functions. This energy
comes from food. The process of breaking down food to
release its energy is called respiration. Like many other
organisms, most bacteria need oxygen to break down their
food. But a few kinds of bacteria do not need oxygen for respiration. In fact, those bacteria die if oxygen is present in
their surroundings. For them, oxygen is a poison that kills!
What are the two ways that autotrophic
bacteria can make food?

 These autotrophic bacteria,
which live in hot springs, use
chemical energy from their
environment to make food.

Obtaining Food
and Energy
Teach Key Concepts

L2

Food Becomes Energy
Focus Point out that bacteria, like all
organisms, need a source of energy.
Teach Ask: What are two sources of energy
for autotrophic bacteria? (The sun is one
source of energy. Chemical substances in the
environment are another source.) Ask: What
is a source of energy for heterotrophic
bacteria? (Heterotrophic bacteria get
nutrition from other organisms or from food
that other organisms make.)
Apply Ask: What benefit is there in
knowing how bacteria obtain and utilize
their food? (Understanding how bacteria
obtain and utilize food enables us to help
useful bacteria and to kill harmful bacteria.)
learning modality: verbal

These heterotrophic 
bacteria, found in yogurt,
break down the sugars in
milk for food.

The autotrophic bacteria

that cause the green, cloudy
scum in this pond use the
sun’s energy to make food.

Monitor Progress

Differentiated Instruction
L1
Less Proficient Readers
Answering Questions Select a short
passage from the text, such as Obtaining
Food and Energy. Read the passage aloud to
students as they follow along in their
books. After reading, ask some questions
about the passage. If they don’t know the
answers, challenge them to find them in the
passage. learning modality: verbal

L3
Gifted and Talented
Researching Bacteria Have students
research how various bacteria obtain food.
For example: Through photosynthesis,
some autotrophs get food from the sun and
give off oxygen as plants do. Other
autotrophs get their food from chemical
substances such as sulfur.

learning modality: verbal

L2

Drawing Have each student draw the three
shapes of bacteria and label them
without referring to the photos in
Figure 7. Students can save their
drawings in their portfolios.
Answers
Figure 8 Autotrophs make their own food;
heterotrophs must consume other organisms
for food or the food they make.

Using (1) the sun’s energy, or
(2) chemical energy from
substances in the environment
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Reproduction

Instruct

Under the right conditions, the number of bacteria can
increase quite quickly. When bacteria have plenty of food, the
right temperature, and other suitable conditions, they thrive
and reproduce frequently. Under these ideal conditions, some
bacteria can reproduce as often as once every 20 minutes. It’s a
good thing that growing conditions for bacteria are rarely
ideal. Otherwise, there would soon be no room on Earth for
other organisms!

Reproduction
Teach Key Concepts

L2

When Conditions Are Right
Focus Tell students that the conditions
bacteria need to reproduce include sufficient
food and the right temperature.
Teach Ask: What are two types of
reproduction in bacteria? (Asexual
reproduction, sexual reproduction) How
can bacteria survive when conditions are
not good enough for reproduction?
(Endospores, which contain genetic material,
are produced by bacteria. Endospores can
endure unfavorable conditions. Later, when
conditions are favorable, endospores open up,
and the bacteria can begin to grow and
multiply.)
Apply Ask: What benefit is there in
knowing how bacteria reproduce? (If we
understand how bacteria reproduce, we can
promote the growth of good bacteria and
prevent the reproduction of harmful
bacteria.) learning modality: verbal

Asexual Reproduction Bacteria reproduce by a process

FIGURE 9
Asexual Reproduction
Bacteria such as Escherichia
coli reproduce by binary
fission. Each new cell is
identical to the parent cell.

called binary fission, in which one cell divides to form two identical cells. Binary fission is a form of asexual reproduction.
Asexual reproduction is a reproductive process that involves
only one parent and produces offspring that are identical to the
parent. During binary fission, a cell first duplicates its genetic
material and then divides into two separate cells. Each new cell
gets its own complete copy of the parent cell’s genetic material as
well as some of the parent’s ribosomes and cytoplasm.
Sexual Reproduction Some bacteria may at times undergo
a simple form of sexual reproduction. Sexual reproduction
involves two parents who combine their genetic material to
produce a new organism, which differs from both parents.
During a process called conjugation(kahn juh GAY shun), one
bacterium transfers some of its genetic material into another
bacterium through a thin, threadlike bridge that joins the two
cells. After the transfer, the cells separate. Conjugation, shown
in Figure 10, results in bacteria with new combinations of
genetic material. When these bacteria divide by binary fission,
the new genetic material passes to the new cells. Conjugation
does not increase the number of bacteria. However, it does
result in new bacteria that are genetically different from the
parent cells.

FIGURE 10
Sexual Reproduction
During conjugation,
one bacterium transfers
some of its genetic
material into another
bacterium.
Observing What
structure allows the
cells to transfer genetic
material?
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Suppose a bacterium reproduces by binary
fission every 20 minutes. The new cells survive
and reproduce at the same rate. This graph
shows how the bacterial population would
grow from a single bacterium.
1. Reading Graphs What variable is being
plotted on the horizontal axis? What is
being plotted on the vertical axis?
2. Interpreting Data According to the graph,
how many cells are there after 20 minutes?
1 hour? 2 hours?
3. Drawing Conclusions Describe the pattern
you see in the way the bacterial population
increases over 2 hours.

Bacterial Reproduction by Binary Fission
70

Number of Bacterial Cells

Population Explosion

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0

4. Predicting Do you think the bacterial
population would continue to grow at the
same rate? Why or why not?

20

40

60

80

100

120

Time (minutes)

Endospore Formation Sometimes, conditions in the environment become unfavorable for the growth of bacteria. For
example, food sources can disappear, water can dry up, or the
temperature can fall or rise dramatically. Some bacteria can
survive harsh conditions by forming endospores like those in
Figure 11. An endospore is a small, rounded, thick-walled,
resting cell that forms inside a bacterial cell. It contains the
cell’s genetic material and some of its cytoplasm.
Because endospores can resist freezing, heating, and drying, they can survive for many years. For example, the bacteria that cause botulism, Clostridium botulinum, produce
heat-resistant endospores that can survive in improperly
canned foods. Endospores are also light—a breeze can lift
and carry them to new places. If an endospore lands in a
place where conditions are suitable, it opens up. Then the
bacterium can begin to grow and multiply.
Under what conditions do endospores form?
FIGURE 11
Endospore Formation
The red circles within these bacteria are
endospores that can survive for years. When
conditions in the environment become favorable,
the bacteria can begin to grow and multiply.

Differentiated Instruction
L1
Special Needs
Classifying Bacteria by Shape Have
students title three poster boards Spherical,
Rod-shaped, and Spiral-shaped. Then have
them collect copies of photographs of these
shapes of bacteria, and mount them on the
appropriate poster boards. Have reference
books (and/or Internet access), scissors,
and poster board available. Use the boards
to review bacterial shapes.

learning modality: visual

L3
Gifted and Talented
Research Reproduction Have each gifted
and talented student research a different
aspect of bacterial reproduction and write
a report summarizing their findings. They
could choose from sexual reproduction or
asexual reproduction. Reports could also
include information on conjugation or
endospore formation.

learning modality: verbal

Math Skill Interpreting graphs
Focus Tell students that line graphs can
show change over time.
Teach Remind students that a graph is a way
of visualizing numerical information. Ask:
How does the slope of the line after
100 minutes compare to its slope the first
20 minutes? (The slope is much steeper after
100 minutes than it is during the first
20 minutes.) What is the reason for the
difference in the slope? (More bacteria are
doubling in number with time. The number of
bacteria dividing increases with each division.)
Answers
1. Time (minutes); number of bacterial cells
2. 2 cells after 20 minutes; 8 cells after
1 hour; 64 cells after 2 hours
3. The number of cells doubles with each
division.
4. Not likely. They will continue to
reproduce at this rate only as long as the
conditions are favorable.

L3

Designing Experiments
Materials beakers, dried beans, water
Time 20 minutes
Focus Ask: What do bacteria need to
survive? (Food, energy, favorable
environment)
Teach Tell students they will design an
experiment to show the conditions that
bacteria need in order to grow. Students
should formulate a hypothesis, have a
control, and design a method of observing
and recording results. (Designs will vary.
When dried beans are placed in water, the
water will become cloudy after about 48 hours
because of the growth of bacteria.)
Apply Have students design a test for the
effects of environmental conditions such as
temperature. learning modality: verbal

Monitor Progress

L2

Oral Presentation Have students describe
conditions bacteria need in order to survive
and explain how some bacteria survive when
the conditions are not present.
Answers
Figure 10 A thin, threadlike bridge.
Harsh conditions, such as
extreme temperatures or
lack of food
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The Role of Bacteria in Nature

The Role of Bacteria
in Nature
Teach Key Concepts

When you hear the word bacteria, you may think about getting
sick. After all, strep throat, many ear infections, and other diseases are caused by bacteria. However, most bacteria are either
harmless or helpful to people. In fact, in many ways, people
depend on bacteria. Bacteria are involved in oxygen and food
production, environmental recycling and cleanup, and in
health maintenance and medicine production.

L2

The Value of Bacteria
Focus Tell students that bacteria can be
both helpful and harmful.
Teach Ask: What kind of bacteria help
provide oxygen for breathing? (Autotrophic
bacteria use the sun’s energy to produce food,
releasing oxygen.) What are some negative
ways that bacteria affect food? (Some kinds
of bacteria cause food to spoil.)
Apply Ask: How did Louis Pasteur help to
prevent harmful bacteria from growing in
food? (Louis Pasteur invented the process of
pasteurization, heating food to a temperature
high enough to kill most harmful bacteria.)
How are bacteria beneficial as decomposers
in the soil? (As decomposers, bacteria in soil
break down dead organisms, returning basic
chemicals to the environment for other living
things to reuse.) learning modality: verbal

Oxygen Production Would it surprise you to learn that the
air you breathe depends in part on bacteria? As autotrophic bacteria use the sun’s energy to produce food, they also release oxygen into the air. As you learned in Chapter 1, there was little
oxygen in Earth’s atmosphere billions of years ago. Scientists
think that autotrophic bacteria were responsible for first adding
oxygen to Earth’s atmosphere. Today, the distant offspring of
those bacteria help keep oxygen levels in the air stable.

Bacteria and Foods of the World
Ancient cultures lacked refrigeration and other modern methods
of preventing food spoilage. People in these cultures developed
ways to use bacteria to preserve foods. You may enjoy
some of these foods today.

2300 B.C. Cheese
L3

Drawing Conclusions
Materials empty boil-in bags, bottles, cans,
freezer packages, jars, vacuum-sealed
packages, and other containers from a
variety of prepared foods with labels
included
Time 20 minutes
Focus Review various methods of food
preparation and spoilage prevention with
students.
Teach Prior to the activity, ask students to
bring in various clean and empty food
packages. Tell students they will examine
some modern ways to preserve food.
Organize students into groups; provide each
group with two or three packages.
CAUTION: Be sure packaging materials are
clean. Have students wash their hands with
soap and water after handling packaging
materials. Challenge students to draw
conclusions about food preparation and
spoilage prevention.
Apply Ask students to infer how each
spoilage-prevention method inhibits the
growth of bacteria. Have a reporter from
each group share findings with the class.
learning modality: verbal

Ancient Egyptians made cheese
from milk. Cheese-making begins
when bacteria feed on the sugars
in milk. The milk separates into
solid curds and liquid whey. The
curds are processed into cheeses,
which keep longer
than milk.

2500 B.C.

1000 B.C. Pickled Vegetables
The Chinese salted vegetables
and packed them in containers.
Naturally occurring bacteria fed
on the vegetables and produced a
sour taste. The salt pulled water
out of the vegetables and left
them crisp. These vegetables were
part of the food rations given to
workers who built the Great Wall
of China.

1500 B.C.

500 B.C.
Dried Meat
People who lived in
the regions around
the Mediterranean
Sea chopped meat,
seasoned it with
salt and spices,
rolled it, and hung
it to dry. Bacteria in
the drying meat
gave unique flavors
to the food. The
rolled meat would
keep for weeks in
cool places.

500 B.C.
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Food Production Do you like cheese, sauerkraut, or pickles?

The activities of helpful bacteria produce all of these foods and
more. For example, bacteria that grow in apple cider change the
cider to vinegar. Bacteria that grow in milk produce dairy products such as buttermilk, yogurt, sour cream, and cheeses.
However, some bacteria cause food to spoil when they
break down the food’s chemicals. Spoiled food usually smells
or tastes foul and can make you very sick. Refrigerating and
heating foods are two ways to slow down food spoilage.
Another method, called pasteurization, is most often used to
treat beverages such as milk and juice. During pasteurization,
the food is heated to a temperature that is high enough to kill
most harmful bacteria without changing the taste of the food.
As you might have guessed, this process was named after Louis
Pasteur, its inventor.
Research and Write Find
out more about one of these
ancient food-production
methods and the culture that
developed it. Write a report
about the importance of the
food to the culture.
A.D. 1500
Chocolate Beverage

A.D. 500
Soy Sauce
People in China crushed
soybeans into mixtures of
wheat, salt, bacteria, and
other microorganisms.
The microorganisms fed
on the proteins in the
wheat and soybeans. The
salt pulled water out of
the mixture. The proteinrich soy paste that
remained was used to
flavor foods. The soy
sauce you may use today
is made in a similar
manner.

A.D.

500

People in the West Indies
mixed beans from the
cocoa plant with bacteria
and other microorganisms,
then dried and roasted
them. The roasted beans
were then brewed to
produce a beverage with a
chocolate flavor. The drink
was served cold with honey,
spices, and vanilla.

A.D.

1500

A.D. 1850
Sourdough Bread
Gold prospectors in California
ate sourdough bread. The
Lactobacillus sanfrancisco
bacteria gave the bread its
sour taste. Each day before
baking, cooks would set
aside some dough
that contained the
bacteria to use
in the next day’s
bread.

A.D.

Focus Remind students that the earliest
event on the timeline took place 2,300 B.C.,
which was more than 4,300 years ago.
Teach Provide a world map or globe for
students to use to locate the places discussed
in the feature. Invite volunteers to read aloud
the annotations within the timeline. For
each food preservation method, encourage
students to draw conclusions about the
environment in which the bacteria grew and
how that environment affected the food.
Ask: Do you think these methods of food
preservation and preparation are still used
today? What examples have you seen in use
today? (Responses will vary. These methods
are still used today.)

Writing Mode Description
Scoring Rubric
4 Includes a complete and accurate
description
3 Includes a partial but accurate description
2 Includes only a brief but accurate
description
1 Includes inaccurate description

Help Students Read
Comparing and Contrasting
Strategy Explain that comparing and
contrasting information shows how ideas,
facts, and events are similar and how they are
different. The results of the comparison can
have importance.
Example After reading The Role of Bacteria
in Nature, have students make tables
comparing helpful to harmful bacteria.

2500

Monitor Progress
Writing Students can save their
reports in their portfolios.

L2
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Drawing Conclusions

L2

Materials several lettuce leaves, two plates
Time 5 minutes today; 10 minutes 4 days
later
Focus Show students how bacteria act as
decomposers.
Teach First day: Put several leaves of lettuce
on each of two plates. Place one plate in a
refrigerator. Place the other in a warm place.
Allow the plates to sit for several days.
Four days later: Show the plates to
students and give them time to observe the
lettuce and describe what they see. (The
lettuce that was left out has become rotten and
slimy.) Ask: What made the lettuce change
as it did? (Bacteria) How does temperature
affect the growth of some bacteria? (Lower
temperatures may slow the rate of growth.)
Explain that bacteria broke down the
components of the lettuce for food.
Apply Ask: How are the bacteria in the
lettuce similar to the bacteria that act as
decomposers in the environment? (Like
other decomposers, bacteria in the lettuce feed
on dead matter and convert it into different
forms.) learning modality: visual

Use Visuals: Figure 13

Environmental Cleanup Some bacteria help to clean up
Earth’s land and water. Can you imagine having a bowl of oil for
dinner instead of soup? Well, some bacteria prefer the oil. They
convert the poisonous chemicals in oil into harmless substances.
Scientists have put these bacteria to work cleaning up oil spills in
oceans and gasoline leaks in the soil under gas stations.
What role do bacterial decomposers play in the
environment?

L1

Environmental Cleanup
Focus Tell students that Figure 13 shows
a substance that contains Ochrobactrum
anthropi, bacteria that break down oil
from oil spills, converting it to harmless
substances.
Teach Explain that oil-eating bacteria have
become very helpful in cleaning up oil and
grease in many locations, such as those with
major oil spills.
Apply Ask: What are some other ways
these bacteria might be useful? (Substances
containing oil-eating or grease-eating bacteria
are now sold for cleaning driveways, parking
lots, and even drains.) learning modality:
visual

FIGURE 12
Environmental Recycling
Decomposing bacteria are at work
recycling the chemicals in these
leaves. Predicting What might a
forest be like if there were no
decomposing bacteria in the soil?

Environmental Recycling If you recycle glass
or plastic, then you have something in common
with some heterotrophic bacteria. These bacteria,
which live in the soil, are decomposers—organisms
that break down large chemicals in dead organisms
into small chemicals.
Decomposers are “nature’s recyclers.” They return
basic chemicals to the environment for other living
things to reuse. For example, the leaves of many
trees die in autumn and drop to the ground.
Decomposing bacteria spend the next months
breaking down the chemicals in the dead leaves.
The broken-down chemicals mix with the soil and
can then be absorbed by the roots of nearby plants.
Another type of recycling bacteria, called nitrogen-fixing
bacteria, help plants survive. Nitrogen-fixing bacteria live in the
soil and in swellings on the roots of certain plants, such as peanut,
pea, and soybean. These helpful bacteria convert nitrogen gas
from the air into nitrogen products that plants need to grow. On
their own, plants cannot use nitrogen present in the air. Therefore, nitrogen-fixing bacteria are vital to the plants’ survival.

FIGURE 13
Environmental Cleanup
Scientists use bacteria such
as these Ochrobactrum
anthropi to help clean up
oil spills.
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Health and Medicine Did you know that many of the bacteria living in your body actually keep you healthy? In your
digestive system, for example, your intestines teem with bacteria. Some help you digest your food. Some make vitamins that
your body needs. Others compete for space with diseasecausing organisms, preventing the harmful bacteria from
attaching to your intestines and making you sick.
Scientists have put some bacteria to work making medicines
and other substances. The first medicine-producing bacteria
were made in the 1970s. By manipulating the bacteria’s genetic
material, scientists engineered bacteria to produce human insulin. Although healthy people can make their own insulin, those
with some types of diabetes cannot. Many people with diabetes
need to take insulin daily. Thanks to bacteria’s fast rate of reproduction, large numbers of insulin-making bacteria can be grown
in huge vats. The human insulin they produce is then purified
and made into medicine.
FIGURE 14
Bacteria and Digestion
Bacteria living naturally in your
intestines help you digest food.

2

Section 2 Assessment

Target Reading Skill Building Vocabulary
Use your definitions to help answer the questions
below.
Reviewing Key Concepts
1. a. Reviewing Where is the genetic material
located in a bacterial cell?
b. Summarizing What is the role of each of
these structures in a bacterial cell: cell wall,
cell membrane, ribosomes, flagellum?
2. a. Listing What are the three ways in which
bacteria obtain food?
b. Describing How do bacteria obtain energy
to carry out their functions?
c. Inferring You have just discovered a new
bacterium that lives inside sealed cans of
food. How do you think these bacteria
obtain food and energy?
3. a. Defining What is binary fission?
b. Explaining Under what conditions do
bacteria thrive and reproduce frequently by
binary fission?

c. Inferring Why might bacteria that undergo

conjugation be better able to survive when
conditions become less than ideal?
4. a. Listing A friend states that all bacteria are
harmful to people. List three reasons why this
statement is inaccurate.
b. Applying Concepts In what ways might
bacteria contribute to the success of a garden in
which pea plants are growing?

Edible Bacteria With a family member, look
around your kitchen for foods that are made
using bacteria. Read the food labels to see if
bacteria is mentioned in the food’s production.
Discuss with your family member the helpful
roles that bacteria play in people’s lives.

Monitor Progress

L2

Answers
Figure 12 Nothing would decay. Debris
would accumulate deeper and deeper.
Eventually nothing would be able to grow.
They break down dead
organisms into basic
chemicals that other organisms can reuse.

Assess
Reviewing Key Concepts
1. a. In the cytoplasm b. The cell wall

protects the cell. The cell membrane controls
what materials enter and leave the cell. The
ribosomes (in the cytoplasm) are chemical
factories where proteins are produced. The
flagella are long, whiplike structures that
help the cell move.
2. a. Making food from the sun’s energy,
using energy from chemicals in the
environment, and consuming other
organisms or food that other organisms
make b. Bacteria obtain their energy from
food, whether they are autotrophs or
heterotrophs. c. They probably make food
from the chemicals in the food in the can.
3. a. A form of asexual reproduction; one
cell divides to form two identical cells
b. When food is plentiful, temperatures are
right, and other conditions are suitable
c. These bacteria will contain new
combinations of genetic material.
4. a. Many bacteria are helpful. Bacteria are
involved in oxygen and food production, in
environmental recycling and cleanup, and in
health maintenance and medicine
production. b. Bacteria that live on the
roots of peas can convert nitrogen from the
air into nitrogen that plants need to grow.

Reteach

L1

List ways that bacteria are involved in oxygen
and food production, in environmental
cleanup, and in health maintenance and
medicine production.
L2

Performance Assessment
Edible Bacteria L2 Provide students
with a list of keywords (for example,
cultures, live cultures, active cultures, or
enzymes) to look for on food labels to help
them identify bacteria in products such as
cheese, yogurt, buttermilk, or sour cream.
You may also want them to further
research the terms cultures and enzymes.
Students will observe that bacteria play a
large role in the foods they eat.

Keep Students on Track Make sure
students’ survey questions will elicit
relevant information. Encourage them to
ask questions requiring yes/no or
numerical answers. For other questions,
students should devise a tally system to
record the most common responses.
Encourage students to test and revise the
questions.

Writing Have students describe bacteria
that are helpful or harmful to humans.
Teaching Resources

• Section Summary: Bacteria
• Review and Reinforcement: Bacteria
• Enrich: Bacteria
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Comparing
Disinfectants

L2

Prepare for Inquiry
Key Concept
The growth of bacteria can be controlled
through the use of disinfectants.
Skills Objectives
Students will be able to
• observe bacterial growth
• infer how well a disinfectant controls
bacterial growth
• draw conclusions regarding the best way
to use disinfectants
Prep Time 30 min
Class Time 1 hr, 15 min

Advance Planning
Select disinfectants that contain different
active ingredients, such as pine-scented
cleaners or bleach. Before class, dilute
disinfectants at least tenfold to reduce the
possibility of injury to students. Pour
enough disinfectant into a small container
that students can fill droppers without
inserting them into the main container of
disinfectant. Make sure the room is well
ventilated. Review the use of safety goggles
and the eyewash apparatus in case
disinfectant is accidentally splashed into the
eye of a student. Because disinfectants may
bleach or stain clothes, students should wear
a lab apron. After opening a package of agar
plates, use all of the plates right away or
dispose of leftover plates, because they will
not remain sterile.
Safety
Dilute the disinfectants at least tenfold
to reduce the chances of injury to
students. Caution students to use care
when working with the disinfectants. Keep
an eyewash apparatus on hand in case
disinfectant is accidentally splashed into a
student’s eye. Tell students to inform you
immediately if a spill occurs. Review the
safety guidelines in Appendix A. Dispose
of the petri dishes and all other materials
according to the proper procedures. Be sure
to check your district’s and state’s guidelines
for the proper disposal of bacterial cultures.
Teaching Resources

• Lab Worksheet: Comparing Disinfectants

Comparing Disinfectants
Problem
How well do disinfectants control the growth of
bacteria?

Skills Focus
observing, controlling variables

Materials
• clock
• wax pencil
• 2 plastic droppers
• transparent tape
• 2 household disinfectants
• 3 plastic petri dishes with sterile nutrient agar

Procedure
1. Copy the data table into your notebook.
2. Work with a partner. Obtain 3 petri dishes
containing sterile nutrient agar. Without
opening them, use a wax pencil to label the
bottoms A, B, and C. Write your initials on
each plate.
3. Wash your hands thoroughly with soap, and
then run a fingertip across the surface of
your worktable. Your partner should hold
open the cover of petri dish A, while you run
that fingertip gently across the agar in a zigzag motion. Close the dish immediately.

4. Repeat Step 3 for dishes B and C.
5. Use a plastic dropper to transfer 2 drops of
one disinfectant to the center of petri dish A.
Open the cover just long enough to add the
disinfectant to the dish. Close the cover
immediately. Record the name of the disinfectant in your data table. CAUTION: Do
not inhale vapors from the disinfectant.
6. Repeat Step 5 for dish B but add 2 drops of
the other disinfectant. CAUTION: Do not
mix any disinfectants together.
7. Do not add any disinfectant to dish C.
8. Tape down the covers of all 3 petri dishes so
that they will remain tightly closed. Allow
the 3 dishes to sit upright on your work surface for at least 5 minutes. CAUTION: Do
not open the petri dishes again. Wash your
hands with soap and water.
9. As directed by your teacher, store the petri
dishes in a warm, dark place where they can
remain for at least 3 days. Remove them only
to make a brief examination each day.
10. After one day, observe the contents of each
dish without removing the covers. Estimate
the percentage of the agar surface that
shows any changes. Record your observations. Return the dishes to their storage
place when you have finished making your
observations. Wash your hands with soap.

Data Table
Petri Dish Disinfectant
A
B
C

Day 1

Guide Inquiry
Invitation
Ask students why some cleaning products
contain disinfectants. Have students discuss
the fact that bacteria are present everywhere
around them. Controlling bacteria by
using disinfectants helps prevent disease
transmission and food spoilage.

Day 2

Day 3

Introduce the Procedure
Before students begin, review the growth needs
of bacteria. Ask: What do bacteria need to
grow? (A source of food) Explain to students that
the agar is formulated to contain nutrients
bacteria need to grow. Next, ask: Where will the
bacteria in these petri dishes get food? (From
the nutrient agar) Ask: Why is it important to
store all 3 petri dishes in the same place? (So
that temperature and other conditions will be the
same for all 3) Have students store petri dishes
upside down so condensed water will collect on
the inside cover of the dish instead of dropping
into the agar.
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11. Repeat Step 10 after the second day and
again after the third day.
12. After you and your partner have made your
last observations, return the petri dishes to
your teacher unopened.

Analyze and Conclude
1. Observing How did the appearance of dish C
change during the lab?
2. Comparing and Contrasting How did the
appearance of dishes A and B compare with
dish C?
3. Drawing Conclusions How did the appearance of dishes A and B compare with each
other? What can you conclude about the
two disinfectants from your observations?

4. Controlling Variables Why was it important
to set aside one petri dish that did not contain any disinfectant?
5. Communicating Based on the results of this
lab, what recommendation would you make
to your family about the use of disinfectants? Explain where in the house these
products would be needed most and why.

Design an Experiment
Go to a store and look at soap products that
claim to be “antibacterial” soaps. How do their
ingredients differ from other soaps? Design an
experiment to test how well these products control the growth of bacteria. Obtain your
teacher’s permission before carrying out your
investigation.

Troubleshooting the Experiment
Stress the safety procedures associated with
any lab dealing with bacteria. Emphasize that
students must not open the petri dishes after
the initial procedures. Remind students that
differences may arise due to the fact that
bacteria from random sources (such as
classroom desktops) were used to inoculate
each dish.
Expected Outcome
Several colonies of bacteria will grow on the
control dish C. Dishes A and B will have
fewer colonies and/or smaller colonies.
Analyze and Conclude
1. Answer will vary, but numerous bacterial
colonies will be growing on the agar surface.
2. Dishes A and B will have fewer colonies,
smaller colonies, or both.
3. Answers will vary depending on the
disinfectants used. Any differences between
A and B may be due to the relative
effectiveness of the two disinfectants. They
could also be due to other factors, such as the
distribution of different kinds of bacteria
picked up off the work surface.
4. The dish without disinfectant, dish C, was
the control. It shows how bacteria grew
when no disinfectant was applied.
5. Students may mention using disinfectants
to clean locations and implements associated
with food preparation, bathroom facilities,
and children’s rooms, especially during times
of family illness.

Extend Inquiry
Design an Experiment Encourage
students to compare the labels of
antibacterial soaps with the labels of
disinfectants to look for any common
ingredients. Students’ plans are to include
clear and safe procedures and are to clearly
identify the control and the variables to be
tested.

